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We shall he concerned with the existence of families of periodic solutions 
for autonomous systems of ordinary differential equations of the form: 
$ + grad U = 0, 
where x denotes the n vector of real-valued functions (x1(t),..., x*(t)) and 
u = U(x 1 ,..., x,,) is a Cl real-valued even function of x1 ,..., x,, with grad 
U(0) = 0. Such systems arise naturally in physical problems concerning free 
vibrations of conservative mechanical systems with a finite number of degrees 
of freedom. An important special case occurs if U(x) = Q(x) + N(x) where 
Q(x) is a positive definite quadratic form in x and ( N(x) 1 = o(j x 1”) for small 
x in which case families of periodic solutions for small ) x 1 can be considered 
as the “normal modes” for the system (1). One of our results (Theorem C) is 
also valid for general second order systems in which grad U(x) is replaced by 
the n vector functionf(x) which is not necessarily a gradient of a potential 
function. 
The present paper is divided into 3 parts. Section 1 deals with reformulating 
the periodic solutions of equation (1) as critical points of an isoperimetric 
problem in the calculus of variations. Section 2 discusses various conditions 
on the potential function U(x) sufficient to establish the existence of a one 
parameter family of periodic solutions of (1). In Section 3 we investigate 
conditions on U(x) sufficient to establish the existence of many distinct 
families of periodic solutions of (1) in the neighborhood of a singular point 
of (1). The number of distinct families obtained depends upon the number of 
equations of the system (1) and the ratios of the minimal periods of the normal 
modes of an associated linearized system, but does not require that these 
ratios always be different from an integer as is usually assumed. 
The study of the periodic solutions of the system (1) by the methods of the 
calculus of variations is not new. Jacobi, for example, showed that the periodic 
solutions of (1) with fixed energy constant E can be obtained by determining 
the number of closed geodesics on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold 
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&! with metric ds2 = [E - U(X)] CE1 dxi2. Unfortunately, in the present 
case the manifold d is not compact so the existence of even one non-trivial 
closed geodesic is uncertain. Additional interesting methods of studying the 
periodic solutions of (1) are discussed in Birkhoff’s monograph [l]. To date, 
these methods apply mainly to systems (1) with two degrees of freedom. To 
the author’s knowledge the approach discussed here is new, and as will be 
seen in the sequel yields new results, which cannot be proven by other 
currently known methods. In the second paper in this series we hope to 
apply the theory of cirtical points of Ljusternik and Schnirelmann to study 
the periodic solutions of (I). 
1. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS AND CRITICAL POINTS 
We wish to study the periodic solutions of (1) by means of the direct 
method of the calculus of variations. To this end we first introduce a simple 
change of independent variables t + s by setting t = Xs in (1) where X is a 
constant to be determined. The resulting system is then 
$ + h2 grad U = 0. 
We wish to determine the 277 periodic solutions of (1’) for various values of h, 
as they correspond to the 2?rh periodic solutions of (1). Hence, as h runs over 
the positive real numbers all periodic solutions of (1) are obtained. Next we 
consider the following variational problem which is useful in characterizing 
periodic solutions as critical points. 
V(R). Determine the critical point set K, of s,‘” L(:(x(s)) ds over the 
admissible class A, of 2~ periodic, odd, absolutely continuous, n vector 
functions x(s) such the jl’(s) is square integrable over (0, 27~) and 
r,“” k2(s) ds = R, where R is a fixed positive number. [Here z?(s) = dx/ds 
and ji”(s) denotes the square of the length of the vector k(s).] 
Subject to certain restrictions on V(X) we shall show in the sequel that this 
variational problem always is soluble for each R, 0 < R < co, in the sense 
that KR is not empty for each R. By virtue of the classical regularity results of 
Hilbert and Tonelli for such variational problems, a solution xR(s) of V(R) 
satisfies the Euler equation 
.W) + B grad WR> + 4(s) = 0 (2) 
where p is a constant and C(s) is an even function of s. Furthermore, the follow- 
ing result holds: 
LEMMA 1.1. Any solution xR(s) of the variational p&km V(R) satisjies the 
equation (1’) for some he > 0, provided s: grad Cr(.~J - xR(s) > 0. 
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Proof. Since xR(s) is an odd 2?r periodic function of s, grad U(X~(S)) also 
has this property. Now consider the Euler equation (2) for the solution xR(s) 
of the variational problem V(R). Since both xR(s) and grad U(X~(S)) are odd 
functions of s, d(s) must also be both an odd and even function of s, i.e., 
4(s) 3 0. To see that j3 (in equation (2)) is positive, we multiply (2) by xR(s) 
and integrate over (0,27r). Integration by parts yields. 
Since 
grad U(X&)) . xR(s) ds. 
s 
‘+=R>O, p = A2 > 0, 
0 
by virtue of the hypothesis of the Lemma. 
2. THE EXISTENCE OF A ONE PARAMETER FAMILY 
OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF (1). 
In this section we shall establish the following two results. 
THEOREM A. Suppose U(x) is (i) an even function of x and (ii) 
x-grad U(X) >OforO < 1x1 <K, some constant, then the system (1) has a 
one-parameter family of odd periodic solutions xX(t) for 0 < R < K12/2n. The 
parameter R and the period r(R) of xR(t) are related by the equation 
2~R = T(R) ,:‘“I x2(t) dt. (3) 
THEOREM B. Suppose grad U(x) = Ax + grad N(x) where A is a self 
adjoint matrix with at least one positive eigenvalue and grad N(x) is a higher 
order term, i.e., grad N(0) = 0 and 1 grad N(X) - grad N(y)] = o(I x --3’ I) : 
for 1 x 1 and ) y ) su$kiently small, then in the vicinity of the singular point x = 0, 
the system (1) always has a one-parameter family of periodic solutions xR(t) 
(for R sz&iently small). Furthermore, the periods 7(R) of xR(t) are related by 
equation (3) and as R -+ 0, T(R) + 2744 where AI2 is the largest positive e&m- 
value of A. 
Proof of Theorem A. By virtue of Lemma 1.1, for each fixed positive 
R < K12/2r7, it suffices to maximize J-F U(x(s)) ds over the admissible class 
A, of odd 27r periodic absolutely continuous 12 vector functions X(S) such that 
s; k2(s) ds = R, an d h s ow that the maximum is attained by a function xX(s) 
belonging to the admissible class. The relation (3) is then obtained by the 
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change of variable t = As in the integral so 2a S(s) ds = R. To establish (i) we 
first note that if x E A, , x(O) = 0 so that 
1 .vi(s)l = 1 j~.d(u) do / d d; [I: I x’(u)l* do]+, 
and so for s = 2a, ~up[,,~,,l 1r(s)1 < d2rrR. Thus as U(x(s)) is a continuous 
real-valued function of s for any x(s) in il, , 
Thus c,(R) = supa, J-r U@(s)) d s is bounded above. Now let x,(s) ~~4, 
be such that sr U(x,(s)) d s --f c,(R). In addition to being uniformly bounded 
the sequence .xJs) is equicontinuous over (0, 277). Indeed, 
1 x,(s) - .+‘)I = 1 j:, X~(u) du 1 G [ j:, 9n2(u) do]+ [ 1, do]+ 
Thus by the Arzela-Ascoli Lemma, x,(s) has a uniformly convergent subse- 
quence x,1(s) with limit X(S). Now 
c,(R) = lim j’” U(JE,~(~)) ds = ,:” u@(S)) ds. 
n+m o 
On the other hand F(S) also possesses a square integrable derivative Z’(S), 
since the set of 2~ periodic, odd, absolutely continuous n vector functions 
x(s) with square integrable derivative forms a Hilbert space A with norm 
11 x 11$ = j; S(s) d s and f(s) is the weak limit of a suitable subsequence of 
x,.(s) in H. Now we show X(S) E A, . Indeed otherwise 0 < )I fll~ < R as 
x is a weak limit of a set of functions in A, and since c,(R) # 0, x f 0. 
Hence, for some constant K > 1, I/ till = R. In this case, hypothesis (ii) of 
Theorem A implies for some /3 > 1 
I’” [U(fi) - U(X)] ds = (k - 1) J”’ [grad U(@) . S] ds > 0 (*) 
0 0 
since I /3% I < sup~~,,l I x 1 
fact that c (R) = j i7(-“,1 
< 427rR < Kr . Equation (*) contradicts the 
x s so that I( ~11~ = R. Theorem A now follows by 
repeating fhe abovi argument for each R, 0 < R < K12/27r. 
Proof of Theorem B. Repeating the proof of Theorem A we can show 
c,(R) = supa, sr U(x(s)) ds is finite and is attained by some odd, 237 periodic, 
absolutely continuous II vector function R(S) such that j: 1 S(s)/” ds < R. To 
show X(S) is actually a critical point for the variational problem V(R), we must 
409/29/3-4 
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show that (i) s: 1 z’(s)/* = R and (ii) 2 + /I grad U(s) = 0 for some /3 > 0. 
To prove (i) it suffices to show that grad U(F) 3 0 for otherwise 
c,(R) > J-f,= t@(s)) d s w rc would lead to a contradiction. To prove (ii) h’ h 
we shall show that for R sufficiently small, /3 is approximately l/hr2, where 
h12 is the largest positive eigenvalue of A. 
It is convenient again to consider the Hilbert space R of all odd, 2~7 periodic, 
absolutely continuous n vector functions X(S), with s,“” k2(s) ds < co, where 
the inner product in fi is defined as (x(s), y(s))n = sr $s) * j,(s) ds. Now 
grad U(Z) = Aa + grad N(Z) f: 0, provided we show 
,,jgpl 1: [grad W(s)) *YWI ds > 0. 
Following a standard procedure, the equations f + h2Ax = 0 and 
P + /i2[Ax + grad N(x)] = 0 can be written, respectively, as the operator 
Eqs. x = A2.r& and x = h2[& + Nx] in r?; where the operators &and JV 
are defined implicitly by the formulae 
(dx, Y)A = jr Ax - y and (Mx, y)a = jr grad N(x) * y 
for all y E I?. Let the largest positive eigenvalue of the matrix A be denoted 
h12, then l/AI2 is the smallest positive characteristic value of the equation 
x = h2& in I?. Let S denote the subspace of characteristic vectors corre- 
sponding to l/AI2 and P denote the projection of A onto S. Also, since 
( grad N(x)1 = o(I x I), one can easily show that (1 Jyjc /I < ~(11 x 11) /Ix 1) where 
~(11 x 11) -+ 0 as II x I( - 0. Then (omitting, for simplicity, the subscript A in 
the following) 
To prove (i) we show that II PE /I > K d/w f or some constant K independent 
of x so that II &‘I5 + J%(I > [Kh12 - ~(11 %I])] II El/ > 0, provided R and 
hence /) X/I is sufficiently small. To this end, we establish the following 
estimates for sr U(x(s)) ds: 
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(b) We set 3 = P% + (I - P) x and denote the smallest positive eigen- 
value of the matrix A by X,2 f A,2 (if A,* = &a, set l/h, = 0). 
j:" UC%) = 8 j'," .h. x + jy NC%) 
G & II PLf /I2 + & ll(I - 0 3 II2 + 4@ R 
1 k 
Now combining (a) and (b), and using the fact that /I (I - P) x I/* < R we 
have 
so that 
[ 1 - 4A12+,‘3?)] R < II P% 112, as required. (**I 
Thus (i) is established and so x satisfies an operator equation of the form 
f = /3R[~% + A%] with 11 x iI2 = R, we now show that )BR is approximately 
l/AI2 for R sufficiently small, thus demonstrating (ii) as mentioned above. 
First as f + 0, p, f 0, so 
Now, 
Hence, 
Thus we will obtain the desired result if we show 11 (I - P) fll = o(d@. 
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To this end we use (**) to note that 
ll(I - P)ap = 11 Pp - 11 I%([2 
< R - [ 1 - 0(1/x)] R 
= o(R) 
as required. 
3. THE EXISTENCE OF MANY FAMILIES OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS IN THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE SINGULAR POINT x = 0. 
To establish the existence of many distinct one parameter families of 
periodic solutions for equation (1) the number of equations in the system 
(which we shall call the dimension of the system) must be taken into con- 
sideration. Linear systems of dimension n, for example, of the form 
5 + Ax = 0 with A a positive definite self-adjoint matrix may have precisely 
n distinct families of odd periodic solutions, the so-called normal modes. 
We now inquire to what extent the existence of normal modes can be 
established for a nonlinear system of the form 
i + Ax +f(x) = 0 (4) 
where A is an n x n self-adjoint nonsingular matrix with N positive eigen- 
values /\r2,..., XNa (ordered in decreasing order of magnitude) and f(x) is a 
Cl n vector function of the n vector x such thatf(0) = 0 and 
If(x) -f(Y)1 = 4 x -Y I)* 
By virtue of Theorem B, if f(x) = grad N(x), a one parameter family of 
periodic solutions xR(t) (for R sufficiently small) always exists for (4) with 
period T(R) and such that as R + 0, T(R) + 237/X, . We now show that under 
certain conditions the system (4) admits other one parameter distinct families 
of periodic solutions pa for R sufficiently small such that as R--P 0 the 
period T(R) -+ 27r/& . A first result in this direction is the classical Theorem 
of Liapunov (cf. [2]) to the effect that if the &/A, # integer (K f z) the desired 
one parameter family xR(t) with the period T(R) - 27r/& as R --+ 0 exists. It is 
known that the validity of Liapunov’s Theorem does not depend on the 
Hamiltonian nature of (4) in fact Liapunov’s Theorem is valid without the 
assumption concerning the existence of a real-valued function N(X) such that 
f(x) = grad N(X). 
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In this section we shall prove two generalizations of Liapunov’s Theorem. 
The first (independent of any Hamiltonian assumptions) (Theorem C) shows 
that if the number of irrationality conditions of the form Ai/Ak = integer 
(i f K) is men for a fixed K, Liapunov’s Theorem is still valid. The second 
(Theorem D) depends heavily on the Hamiltonian nature of (4) (i.e., the 
existence of an even real-valued function N(x) such that f(x) = grad N(X)) 
and states conditions for the existence of distinct families of periodic solutions 
independent of the purity of the number of irrationality conditions. 
THEOREM C. Suppose the self-adjoint nonsingular n x n matrix A has N 
positive esgenvalues h12, hz2,..., An2 (with multiplicities included) and f (x) is a 
higher order term, i.e., f(0) = 0 and If(x) -f(y)1 = o(I x -y I), then 
equation (4) has a sequence of periodic solutions xRi(s) (for 1 R+ / st@ciently small) 
with periods 7(Ri) satisfying (3) and such that r(RJ 4 277/h, as Iii -+ 0 provided 
that the number of irrationality conditions of the form hi/h, = integer ( j f k) 
among the numbers AI2 ,..., AN2 is even (k = 1, 2 ,..., N). 
Proof. By virtue of the results of Section 1, it suffices to find 2rr periodic 
solutions of the system 
2 + P[Ax + f (x)] = 0 (4’) 
Furthermore we write a tentative 27~ periodic solution X(S) of (4’) in the form 
X(S) = x0(s) + x, where X&S) has mean value zero over (0,27r) and ‘rlN is the 
mean value of x(s) over (0, 27r). Thus to determine 23~ periodic solutions x(s) 
of (4’) it suffices to solve the following two simultaneous equations for x,, and 
<VU, 
2, + AZ [Ax, + f (XrJ + x,) - & s:” f (xg + x,)] = 0, (44 
Ax, + $ s:” f (x0 + xm) = 0. 
For then x(s) = x,,(s) + x, satisfies (4’). Now as the matrix ,4 is nonsingular, 
we can uniquely solve the equation (4b) for X, in terms of x,, , provided 
1 x,, j is sufficiently small. Indeed for 1 x,, 1 < E,, (sufficiently small) the 
mapping TX, = - l/237 Jr -W(xo + x,,) is easily shown to be a contrac- 
tion mapping of a small sphere 1 x,~ 1 < Ed in R” into itself, and so has a 
unique fixed point x, . Furthermore I x, I = O(l x,, I). Thus, we may write 
xv?& =g(~s) where g(u) is a Lipschitz continuous function of the vector u, 
g(0) = 0, and 1 g(o)1 = o(I u I) for small u. Substituting in (4a) we have the 
following equation for x0: 
f, + h2[Ax,, +3(xo)] =0, (4c) 
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where sr3(x0) = 0 and f(x,,) is a higher order term. Again following the 
standard procedure mentioned in the proof of Theorem B, we rewrite equation 
(4c) as an operator equation in the Hilbert space Ho of absolutely continuous 
even 27rperiodic n vector functions with mean value zero over (0,2n), and 
such that Jr 9(s) ds < cc. The inner product of two elements x(s) and y(s) 
in Ho is written (x, JJ)~~ = sr x(s) *p(s) ds. In Ha, Eq. (4~) can be rewritten 
as the operator equation 
x = P[& + J-x], (4d) 
where &is a self-adjoint completely continuous operator mapping HO into 
itself defined implicitly by the formula (A, y) = sr Ax . y ds and Jlr is a 
completely continuous mapping of Ho into itself defined implicitly by 
(J-x, y) = J;f(x) . y ds. Furth ermore as 3(x) is a higher order term, one 
can easily show that (1 Nx )I = o(ll x 11). 
We are now in a position to apply the Leray-Schauder degree to the map- 
ping B,(x) = x - A”[&% + Xx]. Supp ose Bl\(x) = 0 has no solution other 
than x = 0 in a small sphere a& = (11 x (IH, < S], for h in a small deleted 
neighborhood of l/X, , 2 then using the notation of [3], by the homotopy 
invariance of degree 
d(B,(x), 0, ZJ = d(x - h2.&, 0, &). 
On the other hand, let p be a small positive number, then for h, = l/Ak2 + p 
and h = l/hk2 - p, the quotient 
d(x - ?I+“&, 0, &)/d(x - L2&, 0, &a) = (- l)“L, 
where ok is the dimension of the eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue 
A = l/h,2 and the operator equation x = he&. Alternately ok is the number 
of linearly independent solutions in HO of the equation x + h2Ax = 0 for 
h = l/&a. Since the positive eigenvalues of this equation are the numbers 
{j”/Ai” lj = 1, 2 ,...; i = 1, 2 ,.*., N}. Thus a, is the number of irrationality 
conditions of the form j2/&” = l/hk2 i.e. the number of relations hi/& = inte- 
ger (i = 1,2,...). By the hypotheses of the theorem, this number is odd. So 
d(x - /\+2&, 0, &) # d(x - L2&, 0, ZJ. 
Hence, d(B,+ , 0, i&b) # d(B,- , 0, &), and the equation x = X2[x + Nx] 
must have a solution x1 with 11 x1 I/ = R, < 6 with h near l/hk2. Repeating 
this argument we obtain an infinite sequence of distinct solutions x,, with 
norms 11 x,, )I = R,, . These solutions satisfy (4~) and consequently the desired 
results follow. 
THEOREM D. Suppose the self-adjoint n x n matrix A has N positive 
e&nvalues h12,..., AN2 and that f (x) = grad F(x) is a h&her order odd term, i.e., 
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f(0) = 0 and If(x) - f(y)/ = o(l x - y I), then for each integer 
h (h = 1, 2,..., IV) the system (4) h as a one parameter family of periodic solutions 
xk(R) (for R s@iciently small) with period T(R) satisjjkg (3) and such that 
T(R) --, 24, as R -+ 0. 
REMARK. This result does not imply that the families x,(R) and x,(R) are 
distinct if hi/X, = integer, but it does imply that the number of “integrally 
distinct” equivalence classes of eigenvalues among (Xi2,..., XN2) (in which two 
eigenvalues Ai2 and hja are equivalent if either hi/Xi or hi/A, is an integer) is a 
lower bound for the number of distinct families. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 1.1 it is sufficient to study the critical points 
of the variational problem V(R). Now in the Hilbert space fi defined in the 
proof of Theorem B the equation (2) can again be written in the form 
x = xyJ& + k-x]. (5) 
Just as in Theorem B, solutions of the above equation (which we denote by 
(x, A)) in A are the critical points of V(R). Alternately, the solutions of (5) 
(x, A) near x = 0 can be regarded as arising as points of bifurcation from the 
eigenvalues of the linearized equation x = @A. (One says that j3 is a point of 
bifurcation for the Eq. (5) if there is a sequence of distinct solutions (x, , fin) 
of (5)such that 11 x,, li+Oand/3~-+/Iasn --f CO). In this direction, we shall make 
use of a deep theorem of Krasnoselskii ([4], p. 332) which we state in the 
present context as follows: In a separable Hilbert space H, let &be a completely 
continuous elf-adJ.oint mapping of H into H and A” be a completely continuous 
gradient mapping such that 11 Nx - My 11 = o(ll x - y II). Then every charac- 
teristic value p of the linear equation x = @& is a point of b;ftlTcation of the 
nonlinear operator equation x = A[& + .Mx]. In particular, as p = l/Xk2 
is a characteristic value of the linear equation x = /XaXx (see the proof of 
Theorem C), Eq. (5) h as a family of solutions (x, , &) with II x, I/ --+ 0 and 
,& -+ 1/Xk2 as n -+ co provided we show that M satisfies the hy otheses 
E 
of 
Krasnoselskii’s Theorem. This proviso is nearly self-evident, as f, F(x(s)) ds 
is a functional in H whose gradient is Mx. 
11 Jx - NY HA- = ,$$, 1: [gradF(x) - gradF(Y)] . (b 
(ii) 
< ( j:” I gradW - gradW)12)f = 41 x - Y IId. 
by virtue of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the fact that for 4 Al? 
jr I 4 I2 ds G jr Ii I2 ds, and I gradF(x) - gradF(Y)l = o(I x - Y I). 
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(iii) if x, + x weakly in R, x,(s) -+ x(s) uniformly so that by the inequality 
in (ii) above (1 JVX~ - Xx (( + 0 as n -+ co. Furthermore it follows from 
the proof of Krasnoselskii’s Theorem that there is in fact a one parameter 
family (x(R), A(R)) f 1 t o so u ions of (5) where 1) x I)* = R (for 1 R 1 sufficiently 
small) such that 11 x(R)// + 0 and h(R) -+ l/hk2 as R + 0. These solutions, 
clearly, form the desired one parameter family of solutions of (4). 
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